In this paper, we consider a two-hop cooperative network with a direct link based on an energy harvesting (EH) decode-and-forward relay. The energy-buffer equipped relay harvests energy from the ambience, and uses the harvest-store-use (HSU) architecture. Since it is known that using a discrete-state Markov chain to model the energy buffer is inaccurate even for moderate number of states, we use a discrete-time continuousstate space Markov chain instead. We derive the limiting distribution of energy for both the incremental on-off policy (IOFP) and the incremental best-effort policy (IBEP), and use them to obtain expressions for outage probability and throughput. The corresponding expressions for non-incremental signaling follow as a special case. We show that the stable buffers using IBEP harness a diversity of two as compared with those using IOFP, which attain a diversity of one. However, while buffers using IBEP are consequently more reliable than those with IOFP, their throughput performance is only marginally superior. The simulation results are presented to validate the derived analytical expressions.
use of EH by nodes serving as relays is being explored. In these applications, the node serving as a relay is often battery powered, and use of its battery energy to provide relaying services is undesirable. This is because battery life-times are typically short, and replacement of batteries is often difficult (and in some applications, impossible). Use of EH to make the devices battery-less is therefore desirable. In other scenarios, the node serving as a relay may seek to supplement the harvested energy with as little battery energy as possible to ensure long battery lifetimes [4] . Use of relays powered by EH is also motivated by green energy considerationstelecom is known to be a large consumer of energy. Analysis of performance of cooperative communication links with EH relays is clearly of considerable interest.
EH is readily possible from natural sources like light, wind, vibration, and ambient radio frequency (RF) signals [5] . Simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT), which exploits the possibility of RF signals carrying both energy and information simultaneously, has attracted considerable research interest [6] . However, while they enable communication with a battery-less relay, they are not energy efficient (green) due to path-loss in practical channels. The same is true of power beacons [7] . In this paper, we focus on relays powered by ambient sources [8] .
EH can be used in wide range of applications like sensor networks, machine to machine communication and smart grid. Using energy buffers to make the nodes self-sustaining is advantageous. Two different transmission policies have been discussed in literature-offline and online [9] . In the case of offline transmission policy the transmitter has knowledge of non-causal energy harvesting profile. It can thus adapt and optimize its transmission. That is, the transmitting nodes have full knowledge of energy amounts and arrival times of harvesting energy. On the other hand in the case of online transmission policy, the transmitter nodes have knowledge of only the causal energy harvesting profile. In [10] , the optimum transmission time and optimum power allocation are investigated to maximize throughput for these two policies in the case of a cooperative network where the relay harvests energy from the ambience. In [11] using an offline policy, the optimum power allocations at source and the single/two parallel relays are obtained to maximize the throughput where both source and the relays harvest energy from ambience. In our paper two simple online policies are proposed. Also, the source and relay do not possess knowledge of the forward channels, and cannot therefore adjust their transmission rates in each signaling interval. 1536 -1276 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
Despite the apparent similarity between energy and data buffers [12] , [13] , there is one fundamental difference -while data buffers are essentially discrete, energy is a continuous variable. However, virtually all literature in this area is based on discrete-state energy buffers [14] . It has been shown that for accurate representation, the number of states needs to be quite large [15] (close to 200 [16] , [17] ), which make the approach difficult and cumbersome. Also, it is difficult to draw physical insights into performance of such systems with this approach.
When the direct channel from source to destination is not shadowed, it is advantageous to combine the signals from source and relay optimally. In addition, use of incremental relaying to improve spectral efficiency is well motivated. While [18] is based on harvest-use (HU) architecture, [19] uses a discrete state space Markov chain to model the buffer (the relay harvests energy from source).
Recently, it has been shown that a discrete-time continuousstate Markov chain model can be used to model the energy buffer accurately in point-to-point links [20] . Performance depends on the policy used to operate the buffer. With the best-effort energy storage policy [21] , the node transmits by drawing constant M amount of energy when sufficient energy exists, and drawing entire energy in the buffer otherwise. With the on-off storage policy [22] , the node transmits using M amount of energy when it is available, and remains silent otherwise. Performance of single-hop wireless powered communication with both these models was analyzed, and derivation for the asymptotic distribution of energy in the buffer was presented in [20] . In this paper, we analyze the performance of cooperative links with buffered relays using IBEP and IOFP, and derive expressions for asymptotic distributions of energy. Expressions for non-incremental signaling follow as a special case. To the best of our knowledge there has been no work on performance of cooperative links with energy buffers modeled using a discrete-time continuous-state Markov chain. 1 The significant contributions are as follows:
1) Unlike all prior work on EH relays with energy buffers that are based on discrete state Markov chain [16] , [17] , in this paper we analyze performance of cooperative links using a continuous state space Markov chain to model the energy buffer. Also, unlike most other works on EH [24] , we do not ignore the direct path from source to destination, and optimally combine the direct and relayed signals at the destination. 2) For incremental signaling (IBEP as well as IOFP), we derive an expression for the limiting (steady-state) distribution of energy in the energy buffer, and establish conditions for its existence. 3) Expressions are derived for outage probabilities and throughput with both IBEP and IOFP. Expressions for non-incremental signaling follow as a special case. We compare performance with the HU architecture and direct (relay-less) transmission. 4) We establish that the IBEP attains a diversity order of two, while the IOFP attains a diversity of one, making 1 A conference version of this paper dealing only with IBEP is accepted to IEEE VTC 2019 [23] . links with the former policy more reliable. However, the throughput performance with IBEP is only marginally superior to that with IOFP. Notations: CN ∼ μ, σ 2 denotes the complex Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2 , ∼ denotes "distributed as," and |x| denotes the absolute value of x. Pr {A} indicates probability of the event A. W (·) is the principal branch of the Lambert-W function. min (a, b) denotes minimum of a, b. E {·} denotes the expectation operator. F X (x) and f X (x) denote the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the probability density function (PDF) of random variable X.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The network (as depicted in Fig. 1 ) consists of source S, a DF relay R, and a destination D. While the source S is equipped with a power supply, the relay R is powered solely by harvested ambient energy [8] . Quasi-static Rayleigh fading is assumed. Let d ab denote the normalized distance between nodes with a ∈ [S, R],
the channels in the i th signaling interval between S and R, R and D, and S and D respectively (where α is the path-loss exponent).
Two types of EH architectures have been proposed in literature [5] . With the HSU (Harvest-store-use) architecture, the relay is equipped with a rechargeable device (battery for example) that can store and release energy. Since storage devices cannot charge and discharge at the same time [25] , [26] , harvested energy is stored in a secondary energy buffer (SEB), which is typically a super-capacitor, and transferred to the primary energy buffer (PEB), which is typically a battery, at the end of the signaling interval in a negligible amount of time [26] . On the other hand, with HU (Harvestuse) architecture, all the energy that is harvested is used in the same signaling interval (for example architectures based on super-capacitors). It is the HSU architecture that is of primary interest in this paper. For comparison purpose, we also consider direct (relay-less) transmission from source to destination, as well as the HU architecture. The reason for use of the feedback bit will become clear in what follows.
For both HSU and HU architectures, the signaling interval is divided into two phases of equal duration. The overall signaling interval T is normalized to unity for convenience.
In the first phase (phase I) of normalized duration 1/2, the source S transmits unit-energy information symbols x S (i) at rate R 0 with power P S to the relay R and destination D. The received signals y SD (i) and y SR (i) at D and R in phase I of the i th signaling interval are given by:
where n SD (i), n SR (i) ∼ CN 0, σ 2 are additive noise samples. The instantaneous link signal to noise ratios (SNRs) in the i th signaling interval at D and R in the first phase are given by:
Let:
It will become apparent later that this definition allows us to analyze the performance of incremental and non-incremental relaying in a unified fashion. Case γ SD (i) ≥ Γ th : If the received SNR at D is greater than (or equal to) the threshold Γ th (signalling is successful in the first phase itself), D sends a positive acknowledgment (ACK), which is received by both R and S. On receipt of ACK, S directly transmits a new set of symbols to D in the second phase (phase II), making the overall SNR γ D (i) = γ SD (i). Note that an ACK can never be sent for non-incremental signaling.
Case γ SD (i) < Γ th : If received SNR at D is less than the threshold in the first phase, D sends a negative acknowledgment (NACK), which is received by both S and R. Clearly, a NACK is always sent for non-incremental signaling. In this case, the fixed DF [27] R decodes x S (i), re-encodes, and then transmits the information as unit-energy symbols x R (i) at rate R 0 with power P R (i) to D using the energy harvested (hence the dependence of P R (i) on i). Clearly, the signal y RD (i) received by D in this phase is given by:
The signals received from S and R are combined using maximal ratio combining (MRC) at D. The overall SNR γ D (i) at D is given by γ SD (i) + γ RD (i).
Note that unlike in [10] , where transmits powers are chosen optimally, we assume use of fixed transmit energy M whenever the relay transmits. We show later that M can be chosen to ensure buffer stability.
III. LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY WITH HSU ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we derive expressions for the limiting distributions of energy in the PEB with both IBEP and IOFP, assuming it to be of infinite-size. Since the energy harvested is typically small, this assumption is not limiting. Those with non-incremental signaling follow as special cases (with Γ th = ∞), and will not be written explicitly.
A. Limiting Distribution of IBEP
The incoming harvested energy X(i) is assumed to be an exponential random variable (as in [25] , [26] ) with PDF f X (x). Denote by B(i) the energy level in the buffer in the i th signaling interval. Let M denote the energy drawn for every relay transmission. The PEB's buffer update equation is then given by:
In the case of IBEP, whenever ACK is received from D, R is silent in that signaling interval, and accumulates energy in its PEB. On the other hand, whenever NACK is received from D, R transmits with M amount of energy when it is available in the PEB -else, it transmits with whatever the energy it possesses.
Let
where
Note that the equivalent constant φ ninc in the non-incremental case is given by φ ninc = M λ 1 (using Γ th = ∞). The limiting distributions when φ inc > 1 is presented in Theorem 1, and the case when φ inc ≤ 1 is discussed in Theorem 2.
Remark 1: The parameter φ inc is related to buffer stability. The average buffer input is 1/λ 1 , and the buffer transmits with energy M when SD link fails (which occurs with probability 1 − e −W2Γ th ). Theorem 1: For an infinite-size PEB based on the IBEP as in (6) , the limiting energy distribution exists when φ inc = M λ 1 (1 − exp(−W 2 Γ th )) > 1, and its limiting CDF G(x) satisfies the following integral equation:
whose solution is given by:
where Z 1 is given by (10) . Proof: Refer to Appendix A. Remark 2: From Theorem 1 whenever φ inc > 1, the buffer is operating in the non-absorbing mode. That is, the average departure rate of energy is more than the average energy arrival rate. While the energy stored is random, it has a finite average value. The steady state distribution is given by (9) . When φ inc ≤ 1, the buffer is unstable and has M amount of energy with probability 1.
Theorem 2: For an infinite-size PEB based on the IBEP as in (6), the limiting energy distribution does not exist when
energy is almost always available for relay transmission in the PEB. Relay transmit power
Proof: Refer to Appendix B.
B. Limiting Distribution of IOFP
Unlike the on-off policy described for point-to-point links described in [22] , the relay R here becomes silent: 1) when it receives an ACK from the destination, or 2) when it does not have M amount of energy in its PEB but NACK is received from D. With IOFP, the energy buffer update equation of the PEB is given by:
The limiting distribution when φ inc > 1 is presented in Theorem 4, and the case when φ inc ≤ 1 is first discussed in Theorem 3. LetĪ be an indicator variable defined as:
Theorem 3: For the infinite-size PEB based on the IOFP as in (11) , the limiting distribution does not exist when φ inc ≤ 1. M amount of energy is almost always available for transmission in the PEB, and relay transmit power P R (i) = M (1/2) = 2M almost surely.
Proof: Proof is along lines similar to that of Theorem 2 with R having transmit energy E R (i) = MĪ, and is therefore omitted.
Theorem 4: For an infinite-size PEB based on the IOFP as in (11) , the limiting distribution of infinite-size PEB exists when φ inc > 1, and its limiting CDF G(x) must satisfy integral equation (12) . Its corresponding limiting PDF g(x) is given by:
where Q is given by (14) . For existence of the limiting distribution, Q should be negative (i.e. Q < 0).
Proof: Refer to Appendix C.
IV. OUTAGE AND THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
In this section, expressions are derived for outage and throughput with the HSU and HU architectures.
A. HSU Architecture With IBEP
With incremental relaying, the link is not in outage when
the link is once again not in outage when both γ SR (i) and γ SD (i) + γ RD (i) are greater than or equal to Γ th . The outage probability P HSU out in the case of non-incremental [27] and incremental relaying [28] is given by:
where γ SR (i), γ SD (i) are given by (3) and γ RD (15) reduces to the familiar expression for outage with non-incremental signaling and optimal combining at the destination:
In this case, the link is in outage when R fails to decode, or when D fails to decode after optimal combining. When Γ th = Γ th = 2 2R0 − 1, (15) applies to incremental relaying. In this case, the link is not in outage if the direct link is successful.
The throughput expression τ HSU for incremental relaying with fixed DF protocol is given by:
In (17), the last term can be rewritten as:
In the above, equality follows from the fact that for two events A and B, Pr{A, B} + Pr{A, B} = Pr{B}, where A denotes the complement of A. Equation n follows from (15) .
Using (18) in (17) gives:
In the following theorem, we present expressions for outage P HSU out using the fact that P R (i) is given by:
Theorem 5: For an infinite-size PEB based on the IBEP, the outage probability P HSU out with HSU architecture when φ inc > 1 and φ inc ≤ 1 are given by:
The variables W 1 , W 3 and W 4 defined in (21), (22) are given
Proof: Refer to Appendix D. The integral I HSU has no closed-form expression, but is bounded, and can be evaluated numerically. The throughput τ HSU is given by (19) , where P HSU out is given by (21) and (23) for φ inc > 1 and φ inc ≤ 1. As noted already, expressions for the non-incremental BEP (NIBEP) follow with Γ th = ∞.
B. HSU Architecture With IOFP
With IOFP, the relay transmit power P R (i) is given by:
Theorem 6: For an infinite-size buffer based on the IOFP, the outage probability P HSU out when φ inc > 1 is given by:
Using Theorem 3, when φ inc ≤ 1, the expression for outage probability is as in (23) . Proof: Refer to Appendix E. The throughput τ HSU is given by (19) , where P HSU out is given in (25) and (23) for φ inc > 1 and φ inc ≤ 1. As noted already, expressions for the non-incremental OFP (NIOFP) follow with Γ th = ∞.
C. HU Architecture With Incremental Relaying
In HU Incremental (HU Inc), there is no energy buffer at the relay node. In the first phase, the relay stores harvested energy in a super-capacitor. In the second phase, the relay transmits to the destination with all the harvested energy if NACK is received from destination. If ACK is received from destination, the relay remains silent (the harvested energy cannot be used in future time slots due to inability of the super-capacitor to store energy over long intervals). With the HU architecture the relay transmit power is given by: (15), the outage probability with HU architecture can be written as:
Proof is omitted due to paucity of space. The integral I HU has no closed form expression, but is bounded, and can be evaluated numerically.
The throughput τ HU with HU architecture is given by (19) with P HU out replacing P HSU out :
where P HU out is given by (26) .
D. Direct Transmission
In this scheme S directly transmits to D. The outage P DT out and throughput τ DT are given by:
V. DIVERSITY ANALYSIS FOR IBEP AND IOFP
In this section we present the diversity order analysis for both IBEP and IOFP. For this reason, we use Γ th = Γ th throughout this section.
A. IBEP
To achieve maximum throughput for stable buffers we need to use φ inc greater than unity (but close to it). This implies
. Clearly, when SNR
. This is a crucial observation, and will be used to establish the diversity order of IBEP starting with (21) . We first note that the terms e −Z1M and 1 − e −Z1M in (21) are independent of SNR. Note that Γ th = Γ th for incremental signaling. Using the fact that W 2 , W 4 → 0 at high SNR, it is clear that the first term in (21) is inversely proportional to the square of the SNR:
In what follows, we show that the remaining terms add up to zero. The second term present inside the curly brackets of (21) is written as:
The above is easily established using limits when W 1 , W 2 → 0. Similarly integral (22) can be simplified as follows with a 0 = W 3 Γ th :
Let θ 1 = W 2 Γ th and θ 2 = W3Γ th x . It can be readily verified that −1 ≤ f (x) < 0. Using Taylor series expansion f (x) can be written as follows:
Using the range of f (x), the upper bound of |I 1 | is written as follows: (29) can be written at high SNRs follow using the Taylor series expansion of f (x):
The integrals in (30) can be simplified as follows:
t n dt is the exponential integral function [29] . At high SNR: θ 1 → 0, Z 1 → 0 and M → ∞ and the product Z 1 M is a constant, and as a result the second term present in the (31) tends to zero. Similarly the third term present in the (31) tends to zero at high SNR. This can be shown using the inequalities: E n+1 (x) < E n (x) and 
Clearly, the diversity order = − lim SNR→∞ log P HSU out log (SNR) = 2.
B. IOFP
Proceedings as with IBEP, the outage probability expression for the IOFP given in (25) at high SNR can be obtained as follows:
Again (34) can be further simplified when SNR → ∞ as follows:
Clearly, the diversity order = − lim SNR→∞ log P HSU out log (SNR) = 1. In the case of IOFP, the diversity order is limited to 1, due to the fact that the relay is silent in some signaling intervals when M amount of energy is not present in the buffer (note that M is large at high SNRs). As a result, the second term present in (34) restricts the diversity order to 1.
NOTE: For the case of φ inc ≤ 1, it is apparent from Theorems 2 and 3 that M amount of energy is almost always present in the buffer. Using (23) it can be easily shown that diversity order is 2 for both the policies when the buffer is unstable.
VI. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present simulations to validate the derived expressions and to obtain insights into performance. In all the simulations, S, R and D are assumed to be located in a two dimensional plane. S is located at (0,0) and D at (4,0) for all the figures. Further, path-loss exponent α = 3, and noise power σ 2 = −40 dB. Since performance plots are presented for both incremental and non-incremental relaying, we will find it convenient to use φ to represent either φ inc or φ ninc . For the existence of a limiting distribution φ = φ inc = φ ninc = 1.1 is chosen for all the figures except Fig. 7 . Fig. 2 depicts the limiting distribution of energy with IOFP and IBEP for two different source SNRs (25 dB and 35 dB) assuming a fixed target rate R 0 = 1.5 bits per channel use (bpcu). The analytical values are obtained using (13) and derivative of (9). In this, and all figures that follow, the solid lines represent analytical plots, and the markers denote simulation values. It is evident from Fig. 2 that when the source SNR increases, the tail of the limiting PDF increases. This is because at higher SNR, R needs to transmit in fewer time slots due to frequent ACK from D (R therefore accumulates more energy). Fig. 3 depicts the variation of outage probability with source SNR. If the transmit power of the source increases, the outage probability decreases for all three schemes (HSU, HU and DT) due to the strong direct link between S and D. As compared to DT and HU schemes, HSU yields better performance, clearly indicating that use of energy buffers is advantageous. One reason for this is that use of PEB with SEB in HSU allows R to charge and accumulate energy even when it is transmitting. Another reason is that at high source SNRs there is accumulation of energy at R due to frequent ACK from D. This is not possible with the HU scheme. From Fig. 3 it can also be observed that at low SNRs performance of incremental and non-incremental schemes with best-effort and on-off policies is quite similar. But when the SNR is higher, IBEP is clearly superior in performance to all the other schemes, and achieves full diversity of 2 even with stable buffers. IOFP achieves lower diversity since R is silent (because B(i) < M) in larger number of signaling intervals. Fig. 4 depicts the variation of throughput with target rate R 0 . From Fig. 4 we observe that at very low target rates R 0 , HSU and HU yield practically the same throughput (which is quite intuitive). If the target rate R 0 is increased, HSU performs better than HU. Further increase in R 0 results in lower throughput performance. It can be seen that HSU schemes result in larger throughput as compared to HU and DT, and can support larger target rates R 0 (due to use of the energy buffer). From Fig. 4 it can also be observed that for low-tomedium target rates, the performance of incremental schemes is superior to that of non-incremental schemes. For higher target rates, the performance is quite similar due to increase in frequency of NACK from D. Fig. 5 depicts the variation of throughput with respect to R-D distance d RD keeping S-D distance d SD the same (d SD = d SR + d RD ). From Fig. 5 it can be observed that when the R is located away from D, throughput increases for both HSU and HU upto some point since the probability of successful decoding at R increases (path-loss d α SR decreases). However, as R moves closer to S, the increasing R-D distance causes loss in throughput as it reduces the probability of successful decoding at D (path-loss d α RD increases). Thus there exists an optimal R location for both HSU and HU as can be observed from Fig. 5 . Note also that HSU results in higher throughputs as compared to HU when R is located further away from the D (this once again is due to the energy buffer). From Fig. 5 it can also be observed that the performance of incremental schemes is always superior to that of the nonincremental schemes for a given R 0 . Fig. 6 depicts the variation of throughput with respect to mean of the incoming EH process 1 λ1 (in dB). Clearly, throughput increases with increase in 1 λ1 for HSU and HU. With HSU architecture, as the mean ( 1 λ1 ) increases, the energy stored at R increases. However, the energy drawn from the buffer (M ) also simultaneously increases for both incremental and non-incremental schemes (since φ = φ ninc = φ inc is a constant). For large 1 λ1 values, performance of HU is closer to that of HSU with on-off policy upto −2 dB with further increase in mean value, the performance of HU is closer to that of IBEP. From Fig. 6 it can also be observed that the incremental schemes result in performance that is superior to that of non-incremental schemes. Fig. 7 shows that variation of outage vs. φ inc for three different source SNRs (25, 30 and 35 dB) . When φ inc ≤ 1, performance of IBEP and IOFP is the same (this is because M units of energy is available almost surely with both schemes). This is due to the fact that the buffer is unstable when φ inc ≤ 1 for both IBEP and IOFP from Theorem 2. When φ inc > 1, IBEP results in better performance (the gap is particularly pronounced at high SNRs). This is because M increases with increase in φ inc , which causes IOFP to keep R silent in more signaling intervals due to paucity of energy. Note that the optimum φ inc is close to 1. From Fig. 7 it can also be observed that for high source SNR (35 dB), the performance of IOFP is very poor for φ inc > 1 compared to that of IBEP. This is because a very high M is required at these SNRs, and the relay with IOFP has insufficient energy in some signaling intervals. With IBEP, a small amount of energy (B(i) < M) often suffices to ensure sufficient SNR at D. Fig. 8 depicts the variation of throughput vs. source SNR P S /σ 2 assuming the optimum target rate R 0 is used at each relay location (1, 0) , and optimum target rate R 0 . source SNR. For low SNRs (10 to 20 dB) performance of HSU incremental and HSU non-incremental schemes is quite similar due to frequent failure of the S-D direct link. But when the SNR increases further (beyond 20 dB) for the optimum target rate R 0 , there is increase in ACKs with incremental schemes, which enable them to yield higher throughput. From Fig. 8 it can also be observed that at very high SNR, the throughput gap between incremental and non-incremental is very high for optimum target rate R 0 due to increase in frequency of ACKs from D with incremental signaling, which causes energy accumulation in the buffer (this energy is used for relaying in the signaling intervals in which NACK is received from D). At higher SNR, DT and HU incremental are also better than non-incremental transmission schemes.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, performance of energy buffer-aided incremental relaying is analyzed for fixed-rate transmission. A discretetime continuous state-space Markov chain model is used for the energy buffer, and limiting distributions are derived for the stored energy with incremental best-effort and on-off policies. Expressions are derived for outage probabilities and throughput. Corresponding expressions for non-incremental schemes follow as special cases. It is shown that with IBEP, diversity of two is attained with stable buffers, while diversity of only one is attained with IOFP. Throughput with IBEP is marginally superior to that with IOFP.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Using the total probability theorem, the CDF of B (i + 1) can be evaluated for energy storage model of (6) as follows:
Let B(i) = U , X(i) = X and γ SD (i) = γ SD . Then (36) can be written in terms of joint probabilities as:
Let G i (x) be the CDF of B(i). Then G i+1 (x) is the CDF of B(i+1) i.e. Pr{B (i + 1) ≤ x} = G i+1 (x). After a long time (i → ∞), the buffer reaches its steady-state so that G i (x) = G i+1 (x) = G(x). In this state, (37) can be written as follows:
where g(x) is the derivative of G(x). The PDFs of γ SD and X are given by: f γ SD (y) = W 2 exp (−W 2 y) and F X (x) = 1 − exp (−λ 1 x). Substituting f γ SD (y) in (38) we get:
Consider the term
Integrating by parts and using G (0) = 0, the term can be simplified as follows:
Similarly,
So that (39) can be simplified as:
Using v = x − u + M , the second integral in (40) can be simplified as:
With this, (40) can be simplified and rewritten as in (8) . The integral equation (8) can be solved by postulating a solution of the form [30] , [31] :
Substituting f X (x) = λ 1 e −λ1x in (8) and using (41) we get:
x u=0 e λ1u " i c i e −Ziu du
Exchanging the summation and integration, and simplifying, we get: "
For both sides of the above equation to be equal, the following conditions need to be satisfied:
Clearly, (44) has two roots [31] , one default root is Z 0 = 0 for i = 0, and other root Z 1 for i = 1 can be seen to satisfy the following equation:
With b = 1, a = 1 1 − e −W2Γ th λ 1 M , p = e, x = −Z 1 M , the above is of the form p x = ax + b, whose solution is
, when p > 0 and p = 1 (a = 0), where W (·) is Lambert-W function [32] . This implies that:
For the limiting distribution to exist, Z 1 should be positive
Using the property of Lambert-W function W (−x exp (−x)) = −x (0 < x ≤ 1), the condition for existence of limiting distribution can be seen to be:
It is clear from (7) that the above implies that φ inc > 1. From (41), we have:
Since G (x) is limiting CDF of energy stored in the PEB, G(0) = 0 and G(∞) = 1. The latter implies that c 0 = 1 and the former shows that c 0 + c 1 = 0 (c 1 = −1). Substituting the values of c 0 , c 1 in (50), we get G (x) = 1 − exp (−Z 1 x). After substituting for 'a' in (47) we obtain the Z 1 as in (9) .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let the S-D link outage indicator variable O SD (i) ∈ (0, 1) be defined as follows:
Let E R (i) = min (B (i) , M) . With (51), the buffer update equations in (6) can be rewritten as:
Ergodicity implies that lim
From the law of conservation of flow, average arrival rate is always greater than or equal to average departure rate i.e. A ≥ D. A = D holds only when the buffer is non-absorbing. Using law of large numbers, the average arrival rate is given by:
Similarly the average departure rate D is given by:
The relay transmit energy E R (i) is upper bounded by
For φ inc < 1 ⇒ it follows from (53) that:
From (56) and (57) we get:
From (52) and (58) we get:
Clearly, (59) indicates that the buffer is in an absorbing state (i.e. A > D), which makes it unstable. In this case the average buffer length increases with each signaling interval. After a certain number of signaling intervals, M amount of energy is present in the buffer almost surely i.e. Pr (B (i) ≥ M ) → 1.
For φ inc = 1 ⇒ it follows from (53) that:
From (56) and (60) we get:
In (61) when inequality condition holds, the buffer is unstable i.e. A > D. Then from (59) the buffer is in absorbing state, which is unstable. We can get almost surely M amount of energy from the buffer i.e. Pr (B (i) ≥ M ) → 1. In (61) if equality holds, then from (60), (52) and (61) we get:
Using E R (i) = min(B(i), M), (62) gives:
Clearly, (63) holds only when the buffer is at the edge of non-absorbing (but it is at the boundary of absorbing and nonabsorbing state). This kind of buffers are termed critically balanced buffers. These buffers may be stable, sub-stable or unstable [12] , [33] . Usually the Markov chain sequences which are critically balanced are unstable [33] . From (63) it can be observed that the second term is zero, and that B(i) > M almost surely E R (i) = M and Pr (B (i) ≥ M ) → 1. Thus M amount of energy is almost always present in the buffer for φ inc = 1.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Using an approach similar to that used in Appendix A for IBEP, the CDF of B (i + 1) with IOFP can be obtained from energy storage model in (11) as follows:
With B(i) = U, X(i) = X and γ SD (i) = γ SD , (64) can be written as:
. After a long time (i → ∞), the buffer reaches its steady-state so that
In this state, (65) can be simplified as follows:
In (66) the upper limit of third term integral is min(x, M ) since U < M and F X (0) = 0. Substituting f γ SD (y) = W 2 exp (−W 2 y) in (66) it can be simplified as in (12) . Using f γ SD (y), when x ≥ M , the function G(x) is:
Let g (x) can be defined as:
From (67) and (68) the function G (x) can be written as:
After cancellation of some terms in (69) and differentiating (69) w.r.t. 'x' on both sides, we get:
We postulate that (70) has a solution of the form g 2 (x) = ke Qx where k is a constant. Using g 2 (x) = ke Qx and f X (x) = λ 1 e −λ1x , (70) can be simplified as follows:
x u=M e λ1u ke Qu du
Simplifying (71) we get:
Both sides of (72) are equal when: M u=0 e λ1u g 1 (u) du = ke MQ (Q + λ 1 )
and
Simplifying (74) we get:
One default solution of (75) is Q = 0. However, this is not feasible solution for the limiting PDF (area under the PDF needs to be unity). The other solution of (75) can be obtained as (13) when φ inc > 1.
Similarly from (12) and (68), when 0 ≤ x < M, the function G(x) is given by:
After cancellation of some terms in (76) we get:
Differentiating both sides of (77) w.r.t. 'x' and using g 2 (x) = ke Qx and f X (x) = λ 1 e −λ1x , we get:
Simplifying the second integral in (78), we obtain:
The above integral equation can be rewritten as follows:
where r(x) =
is a Volterra type integral equation of the second kind whose solution is given by [22] :
Substituting r(x) in (81) we get:
Simplifying (82) we get:
To find k in g 2 (x) and g 1 (x) we impose the unit area property
Simplifying (85), the value of k is obtained as:
Substituting k value in (83) and using (75) we obtain:
Similarly after substituting k value in g 2 (x) = ke Qx we get:
Substituting (87) and (88) in (68), we obtain (13) .
APPENDIX D OUTAGE ANALYSIS OF HSU WITH IBEP
Simplifying the outage probability expression (15) , the final outage probability expression for incremental relaying with DF protocol is given by [28] :
Clearly,
and Pr {γ SR (i) ≥ Γ th } = exp (−W 4 Γ th ) .
Further:
Pr
Since P R (i) in (20) depends on φ inc , it will be convenient to study the cases when φ inc > 1 and φ inc ≤ 1 separately.
Substituting the relay transmit power P R (i) from (20) into (90) gives:
The first term in (91) can be simplified using Ψ RD (i) 2|h RD (i)| 2 σ 2 . Denote the PDFs of Ψ RD (i) and γ SD (i) by f Ψ RD (i) (y) = W 3 e −W3y and f γ SD (i) (z) = W 2 e −W2z , and the limiting PDF of B (i) by g (x) = Z 1 e −Z1x . Then (91) can be simplified as follows:
where Z 1 is given by (9) . The second term in (91) can be simplified using V RD (i) 2M |h RD (i)| 2 σ 2 .
Denote the PDF of V RD (i) by f V RD (i) (y) = W 1 e −W1y . Then the second term in (91) can be simplified as follows:
Substituting (92), (93) into (91) then (90), we get:
Substituting (94) in (89) we obtain (21) .
Substituting P R (i) from (20) into (90) and then (90), we get:
Substituting (95) into (89) we obtain (23) .
APPENDIX E OUTAGE ANALYSIS OF HSU WITH IOFP
When φ inc > 1, substituting P R (i) from (24) into (90) we get:
We first note that using g (x) from (13) Let V RD (i) 2M |h RD (i)| 2 σ 2 . The first term in (96) can be simplified using independence of B (i), γ SD (i) and |h RD (i)| 2 as follows:
The second term in (96) can be simplified as follows:
Pr {γ SD (i) < Γ th , B (i) < M} = Pr {γ SD (i) < Γ th } Pr {B (i) < M}
Substituting (98) and (99) into (96), we get:
Substituting (100) into (89), we obtain (25) .
